
 

Plan to save salamander pleases most so far 

But agreement for Barton Springs strategies do not erase other 
controversies. 
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The Barton Springs salamander has helped drive some of the fiercest political debates Austin has 
ever seen. 

The plan to save it, by contrast, comes off as relatively uncontroversial. 

Federal officials have unveiled a final strategy that proposes to save the endangered species with 
a line of defenses ranging from development restrictions to hazardous spill responses. 
Environmentalists and developer representatives who worked on the plan speak well of it, at least 
so far. 

At the same time, the plan offers no immediate balm to the controversies that have shaped 
development in the 371-square-mile Hill Country watershed that feeds Barton Springs, Austin's 
iconic swimming hole and the lone habitat for the salamander. It demonstrates the need for 
partnerships among regulators, landowners and interest groups in the Hill Country, and it offers a 
measure of how difficult it may be to form them. 

"This was a tough one for us. We had people who had really diverse positions concerning the 
species and what it would take to recover them," said Bob Pine, who heads the U.S. Fish and 
Wildlife Service's office in Austin. "Collaboration is really the only way to get things done." 

Pine's staff wrote the plan with input from local regulators, environmentalists, developers, 
landowners and others who have a stake in the growth of the region. By finishing the plan, the 
Fish and Wildlife Service may dispose of one claim in a federal lawsuit filed last month by the 
Save Our Springs Alliance, an Austin environmental group. 

The bulk of the SOS lawsuit, however, seeks to reject a partnership between state and federal 
regulators that would help builders avoid reviews by Fish and Wildlife officials of whether projects 
would pollute the rainwater runoff in the watershed. 

The service has said that developers who meet new standards will not harm the salamander, 
helping them clear a crucial test set out by the U.S. Endangered Species Act. The standards will 



be administered by the Texas Commission on Environmental Quality, which considers them 
optional. 

The rules do not include limits on pavement, buildings and other forms of impervious cover, 
structures through which water cannot pass. Just eight pages after describing the optional 
standards partnership, the plan states that researchers "consistently show a negative relationship 
between water quality and the percentage of impervious cover." 

"Impervious cover limits should be an integral part of a regional plan for the protection of water 
quality in the Barton Springs watershed," the plan says. 

SOS Alliance lawyer John Fritschie praised the plan, particularly the emphasis on development 
limits. The state's optional standards, he said, undercut the strategy. 

Fish and Wildlife Service officials "are good with the science," Fritschie said. "It's when it comes 
to actual regulatory actions that politics come more into play." 

Alan Glen, a lawyer who frequently represents developers and worked on the plan, said broad 
limits on development are "probably an important facet of recovery" for the salamander. 

But he added that specific projects do not necessarily create enough pollution to harm the 
salamander. The optional standards apply to individual builders, Glen noted, while various city 
regulations or land preservation efforts are working to hold down overall development levels. 

"On a regulatory basis and planning basis, we should make sure that impervious cover is limited," 
Glen said. "The thing we need to understand is, how limited is it already?" 

Pine has said that the optional rules demonstrate the limitations of the state and that many other 
partners will be necessary to protect the Barton Springs salamander. 

He also expressed confidence that the endangered species will survive. 

"There's a lot of energy out there to maintain water quality," Pine said. "It's in everybody's interest 
to maintain water quality."  


